
PRIVATE MILITARY AND SECURITY 
COMPANIES 

AND THEIR ROLE IN MODERN REGIONAL CONFLICTS



Private military companies (PMCs)
Modern tool of providing security and promoting national interests

The role of private military companies is increasing due to transformations in security
environment, rising new threats and spreading of non-traditional, so-called hybrid forms
and methods of activity in modern armed conflicts.
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ACTIVITY SPECIFICS

DEPLOYMENT ABROAD

DECISION MAKING

FUNDING SOURCES

PUBLIC RESPONSE

Needs international approval (UN, OSCE, etc) Deployed after signing the contract

Highly bureaucratized Ad hoc decisions according to situation

Budget of state or international organization Founded by a certain contract party

May cause public displeasure or protest Limited response, excepting resonant incidents



Private military companies
classic definition and Russian interpretation

In civilized countries – PMCs are
legal businesses providing professional
consulting, assisting and security
services.

In Russia – the term “PMC” is actually
used to disguise hybrid armed formations
being used for hybrid activity outside of
the state.
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Rise and fall of “Slavonic corps”
Russia’s entrance into private military activity 

Created in 2013 the Hong Kong-registered
Russian private military company was
initially tasked with of securing oil and gas
facilities controlled by Assad’s regime
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“Slavonic Corps” became Russia’s
first experimental “new type”
private military company, concerned
with tasks typically performed by
armies, such as frontal attacks and
combat operations



Crimea became the test ground for Russia’s use of private military
companies in hybrid operations
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Militants were helping Russian regular military
units seize facilities and disarm Ukrainian Army
servicemen, acting mainly as an auxiliary
forces.
“Wagner” demonstrated close collaboration
with the Russian armed forces from the
beginning.

Occupation of Crimea inspired the Russian state establishment for 
further development of PMCs.

Origin of “Wagner” 
Occupation of Ukrainian Crimea – the first experience
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In May 2014 two company-tactical groups
formed in the city Rostov-on-Don (Russia),
crossed the Ukrainian border, and moved to
Luhansk region

Growth of number: from 250 men in May up to 1,500 within several months

The main task – stirring and further destabilizing
the situation, provoking its escalation from
political confrontation to a phase of direct
violence and hostilities.

“Wagner ” in the East of Ukraine 
Entering Donbas
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Russian “PMC MAR” was took part in various
logistical/auxiliary support operations primarily, cargo
delivery.

PMC “MAR” 
Other Russian PMCs in the East of Ukraine
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E.N.O.T. Corp PMC was involved in both military and
non-military operations including armed supervision of
so-called “humanitarian convoys” sent from Russia and
active military operations on the territory of Luhansk and
Donetsk regions

E.N.O.T. Corp
Other Russian PMCs in the East of Ukraine



So called Ataman 
(chieftain) of Russian 
"Don kazaki” 
N.Kozitsyn

Russian mercenaries on the territory of Ukraine
Russian “kazaki” paramilitary units actively participate in combat
operations on temporarily occupied territories in the east of Ukraine
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Senior warrant officer (retired)
KHARKONITSE Sergey Leonidovich.
Russian mercenary, who died for 
“Russia’s world” 



Experience gained in Ukraine and
Syria allowed the Kremlin to use it
as an instrument for expansion of
Russian influence in another regions.

Russian PMCs have been rapidly
evolving, increasing in numbers and
capabilities, and expanding their
geography.

Russian PMC’s evolution
Spreading Kremlin’s hybrid foreign policy around the world
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Instituting of international authority that would establish a
unified rules and provide strict control over PMCs

Clearly defining PMCs in the international law, including
the Rome Statute

Upgrading international legislation against mercenary
activity

Increase pressure on Russia and other countries waging
hybrid wars through the employment of PMCs and other
paramilitary organizations

SUMMARY
Ways for international community to counter Russian hybrid armies under PMC’s 
disguise
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